Abstract. The empty set of course contains no computable point. On the other hand, surprising results due to Zaslavskiȋ, Tseȋtin, Kreisel, and Lacombe assert the existence of non-empty co-r.e. closed sets devoid of computable points: sets which are 'large' in the sense of positive Lebesgue measure. We observe that a certain size is in fact necessary: every non-empty co-r.e. closed real set of cardinality less than the continuum does contain a computable point. More generally, the present note exhibits a comparison of different notions of computability for closed real subsets non-uniformly, that is, once their cardinality is fixed.
Introduction
A discrete set A (e.g. a subset of {0, 1} * or N) is naturally called r.e. (i.e. semidecidable) iff a Turing machine can enumerate the members of (equivalently: semi-decide membership to) A. The corresponding notions for open subsets of reals [Laco57, Laco58, Weih00] amounts to the following Definition 1. Fix a dimension d ∈ N. An open subset U ⊆ R d is called r.e. iff a Turing machine can enumerate rational centers q n ∈ Q d and radii r n ∈ Q of open Euclidean balls B(q, r) = x ∈ R d : x − q 2 < r exhausting U .
A real vector x ∈ R d is (ρ d -)computable iff a Turing machine can generate a sequence q n ∈ Q d of rational approximations converging to x fast in the sense that x − q n ≤ 2 −n .
Notice that an open real subset is r.e. iff membership "x ∈ U " is semidecidable w.r.t. x given by fast convergent rational approximations; see e.g. [Zieg04, Lemma 4.1c) ].
Singular Coverings
A surprising result due to E. Specker implies that the (countable) set R c of computable real is contained in an r.e. open strict subset U : His work [Spec59] constructs a computable function f : [0, 1] → [0, . It was strengthened in [ZaTs62, KrLa57] to the following ⋆ Supported by the Japanese Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS), grant PE 05501.
The author is grateful to B. Kushner for relevant references. The significance of this improvement thus lies in the the constructed U ǫ intuitively being very 'small': it misses many non-computable points. On the other hand, the present note points out (Theorem 5) that a certain smallness is also necessary: Every r.e. open U R covering R c must miss uncountably many non-computable points.
To this end, we turn to the complements A of r.e. open sets U and consider
Computability of Closed Subsets
Decidability of a discrete set A ⊆ N amounts to computability of its characteristic function
Literal translation to the real number setting fails of course due to the continuity requirement; instead, the characteristic function is replaced by the distance function dist A (x) = inf x − a : a ∈ A which gives rise to the following natural notions [BrWe99], [Weih00, Corollary 5.1.8]:
Lower computing a function f : as well as to being simultaneously r.e. and co-r.e. This all confirms them as natural indeed.
Non-Empty Co-R.E. Closed Sets Without Computable Points
Like in the discrete case, r.e. and co-r.e. are logically independent also for closed real sets:
Example 4. For x := n∈H 2 −n (where H ⊆ N denotes the Halting Problem), the compact interval I < := [0, x] ⊆ R is r.e. but not co-r.e.; and I > := [x, 1] is co-r.e. but not r.e.
Notice that both intervals have continuum cardinality and include lots of computable points. As a matter of fact, every non-empty r.e. closed set is known to necessarily contain computable points [Weih00, Exercise 5.13] . A witness of (one direction of) logical independence stronger than I > is thus a non-empty co-r.e. closed set A devoid of computable points: A ⊆ [0, 1] \ R c . For example every singular covering U ǫ with ǫ < 1 from Section 1.1 due to [ZaTs62, KrLa57] gives rise to an instance A ǫ := [0, 1] \ U ǫ even of positive Lebesgue measure λ(A) > 1 − ǫ, and thus of continuum cardinality. We observe the following converse:
Theorem 5. Every non-empty co-r.e. closed set of cardinality strictly less than that of the continuum does contain computable points.
The Continuum Hypothesis is not needed to deal with putative cardinalities between ℵ 0 and 2 ℵ 0 = c.
Computability of Closed Sets of Fixed Cardinality
The above result raises the question to what extend the logical independence of notions of closed set computability relies on continua. The present section answers this question by restricting to closed A ⊆ R d of arbitrary but fixed cardinality N = Card(A) < c. Positive results are (if possible) formulated uniformly in terms of the following representations: Let us first handle finite cardinalities, both uniformly and non-uniformly:
for A is (equivalent to) the ρ dnames of countably infinitely many points x m ∈ A dense in A [Weih00, Lemma 5.1.10]. Since A = {a 1 , . . . , a N } is finite, there exist m 1 , . . . , m N ∈ N such that x mn = a n for n = 1, . . . , N ; equivalently: x m i = x m j for i = j. The latter condition also yields a way to effectively find such indices m 1 , . . . , m N , regarding that inequality is semi-decidable. Once found, the
< -computability implies ψ d > -computability follows from a). For the converse, the case N = 1 is handled in [Weih00, Exercise 5.2.3] . In case N > 1 exploit that points of A lie isolated; that is, there exist closed rational cubes
. . , N containing exactly one element of A each. By storing their finitely many coordinates, a Type-2 machine is able to ψ d > -compute the N closed one-element sets A ∩ Q n . We have thus effectively reduced to the case N = 1.
⊓ ⊔
The case of countably infinite closed sets:
Example 8. Let H ⊆ N denote the Halting Problem. The set A < := {0} ∪ {2 −n : n ∈ H} ⊆ R is compact and r.e. but not co-r.e. A > := {0} ∪ {2 −n : n ∈ H} ⊆ R is compact and co-r.e. but not r.e.
After these preparations, we can proceed to the main
Proof (Theorem 5).
If A is finite, the claim follows from Lemma 7b+a). So let A be infinite.
Recall that a perfect set is a closed one consisting of limit points only. Any perfect subset of the reals necessarily has continuum cardinality [Haus44, . By prerequisite, A thus cannot be perfect. That is it contains an element x which is not a limit point of A but an isolated one. Arguing similar to the proof of Lemma 7b) reveals ρ d -computability of x.
Conclusion
The present note has established any non-empty co-r.e. closed real set A ⊆ [0, 1] devoid of computable points to necessarily be of continuum cardinality. On the other hand, such sets have been constructed with positive Lebesgue measure λ(A) > 0. On the border between both logical conditions lie uncountable zerosets (like Cantor's). We wonder whether even among them a co-r.e. closed one without computable points can be found; equivalently: a r.e. open U (0, 1) covering (0, 1) ∩ R c such that λ(U ) = 1. Observe that the latter condition is consistent with [KrLa57] which either refers to so-called 'segment coverings' or to the 'length' n (b n − a n ) of an interval covering U = n (a n , b n ) differing from measure in counting overlapping intervals doubly.
